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ORTHOPAEDIC KNOWLEDGE UPDATE 12
Edited by Jonathan N. Grauer
Mar 2017 800pp, images
9781625525536 Paperback £325.00 / €375.00

Keep pace with the rapidly changing body of orthopaedic knowledge with OKU’s objective, balanced coverage which synthesizes the latest clinical thinking and best practice across all orthopaedic specialty areas. Backed by clinical research, informed by practical experience, and rigorously edited by specialty thought leaders, OKU 12 is the most up-to-date resource available anywhere for delivering high-quality orthopaedic patient care today.

Key features of this essential resource:

- Daily practice – enhance patient care with clinical guidelines and best practices supported by the latest evidence.
- Ongoing learning – explore vast amounts of new knowledge and clinical thinking across all orthopaedic specialty areas.
- First-time board certification – access information you need to know but won’t find in most textbooks.
- Maintenance of Certification (MOC) – prepare with confidence with objective, unbiased coverage of key topics and concepts.

All-new content from the top minds in orthopaedics includes:

- 800 pages of new content.
- Person-centered care.
- Pain management.
- Traumatic bone loss.
- Orthopaedic infection.
- Vertebral compression fractures.
- High-tech genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics.
- Completely new chapters on bone grafting, shoulder arthritis, and regulation approval of orthopaedic products.

American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
2017–2018 BASIC AND CLINICAL SCIENCE COURSE (BCSC)

Keep your ophthalmic knowledge current with the American Academy of Ophthalmology’s 2017–2018 Basic and Clinical Science Course (BCSC). The cornerstone of clinical ophthalmic knowledge, BCSC is the most extensive compilation of ophthalmic scientific research and clinical experience. This unparalleled, all-encompassing 13-volume set enhances clinical knowledge with numerous images, videos and self-assessment questions.

**Section 1: Update on General Medicine**
Jun 2017 368pp, images
9781615258079 Paperback £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 2: Fundamentals and Principles of Ophthalmology**
Jun 2017 430pp, images
9781615258086 Paperback £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 3: Clinical Optics**
Jun 2017 366pp, images
9781615258093 Paperback £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 4: Ophthalmic Pathology and Intraocular Tumors**
Jun 2017 374pp, images, four videos
9781615258109 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 5: Neuro-Ophthalmology**
Jun 2017 428pp, images, five videos
9781615258116 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 6: Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus**
Jun 2017 475pp, images, 12 videos
9781615258123 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 7: Orbit, Eyelids, and Lacrimal System**
Jun 2017 335pp, images, 6 videos
9781615258130 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 8: External Disease and Cornea**
Jun 2017 533pp, images, 22 videos
9781615258147 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 9: Intraocular Inflammation and Uveitis**
Jun 2017 359pp, images, 4 videos
9781615258154 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 10: Glaucoma**
Jun 2017 261pp, images, 8 videos
9781615258161 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 11: Lens and Cataract**
Jun 2017 244pp, images, 13 videos
9781615258178 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 12: Retina and Vitreous**
Jun 2017 422pp, images, 10 videos
9781615258185 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

**Section 13: Refractive Surgery**
Jun 2017 254pp, images, 8 videos
9781615258192 Paperback + Online video access £160.00 / €180.00

Buy the Complete Print Set or Residency Print Set and save over 20%

**BCSC COMPLETE PRINT SET**
Jun 2017 4,800pp, images, videos
9781615258499 Paperback + Online video access £1,595.00 / €1,800.00

Comprises the thirteen individual sections plus Master Index. The individual sections are also each available for purchase separately.

**BCSC RESIDENCY PRINT SET**
Jun 2017 6,056pp, images, videos
9781615258482 Paperbacks, free ebook + Online video access £1,750.00 / €2,000.00

Comprises BCSC Complete Print Set and two additional books:
- Basic Principles of Ophthalmic Surgery
  Third Edition
- Basic Techniques of Ophthalmic Surgery
  Second Edition

The American Academy of Ophthalmology and the European Board of Ophthalmology (EBO) have partnered to make BCSC the standard text for all European ophthalmology training programmes. The EBO recommends BCSC as the primary educational resource for European trainees and ophthalmologists studying for the annual EBO Diploma Exam.

As each BCSC section undergoes major revision, an EBO peer review committee will advise the Academy on content needed to make the book relevant for European readership.

American Academy of Ophthalmology
American Registry of Pathology – now distributed by Eurospan

AFIP ATLAS OF TUMOR PATHOLOGY, SERIES 4

The AFIP Atlas of Tumor Pathology has a long and distinguished history. It was first conceived at a cancer research meeting held in 1947 in St Louis, USA, as an attempt to standardize the nomenclature of neoplastic diseases and quickly became among the most influential publications on tumor pathology.

Series 4 includes high-quality images almost exclusively in colour. It provides practising pathologists with thorough, concise and up-to-date information on the nomenclature and classification; epidemiologic, clinical, and pathogenetic features; and, most importantly, guidance in the diagnosis of the tumors and tumor-like lesions of all major organ systems and body sites.

No 24: Tumors of the Bone Marrow
Kathryn Foucar et al
2016 817pp, colour images
9781933477350 Hardback £165.00 / €185.00

No 23: Tumors of the Gallbladder, Extrahepatic Bile Ducts, and Vaterian System
Jorge Albores-Saavedra, Donald Earl Henson & David S. Klimstra
2016 614pp, colour images
9781933477343 Hardback £155.00 / €170.00

No 22: Tumors of the Heart and Great Vessels
Allen Burke et al
2016 419pp, colour images
9781933477336 Hardback £150.00 / €165.00

No 21: Tumors of the Thyroid and Parathyroid Glands
Juan Rosai et al
2015 606pp, colour images
9781933477329 Hardback £140.00 / €155.00

No 20: Tumors of the Soft Tissues
Markku Miettinen et al
2015 523pp, colour images
9781933477312 Hardback £125.00 / €135.00

No 19: Tumors of the Peripheral Nervous System
Cristina R. Antonescu, Bernd W. Scheithauer & James M. Woodruff
2013 533pp, colour images
9781933477305 Hardback £140.00 / €155.00

No 18: Tumors of the Testis and Adjacent Structures
Thomas M. Ulbright & Robert H. Young
2013 473pp, colour images
9781933477213 Hardback £130.00 / €145.00

No 17: Tumors of the Upper Aerodigestive Tract and Ear
Stacey E. Mills, Edward B. Stelow & Jennifer L. Hunt
2014 584pp, colour images
9781933477206 Hardback £135.00 / €150.00

No 16: Tumors and Cysts of the Jaws
Robert A. Robinson & Steven D. Vincent
2012 288pp, colour images
9781933477237 Hardback £80.50 / €90.00

No 15: Tumors of the Pituitary Gland
Sylvia L. Asa
2011 283pp, colour images
9781933477213 Hardback £80.50 / €90.00

No 14: Tumors of the Prostate Gland, Seminal Vesicles, Penis, and Scrotum
Robert H. Young, John R. Srigley & Mahul B. Amin
2011 675pp, colour images
9781933477244 Hardback £140.00 / €155.00

No 13: Tumors of the Cervix, Vagina, and Vulva
Gary L. Ellis & Paul L. Auclair
2010 412pp, colour images
9781933477114 Hardback £125.00 / €140.00

No 12: Melanocytic Tumors of the Skin
David E. Elder & George F. Murphy
2010 468pp, colour images
9781933477107 Hardback £140.00 / €155.00

No 11: Tumors of the Mediastinum
Yukio Shimosato, Kiyoshi Mukai & Yoshihiro Matsumoto
2010 322pp, colour images
9781933477107 Hardback £115.00 / €130.00

No 10: Tumors of the Mammary Gland
Fattaneh A. Tavassoli & Vincenzo Eusebi
2009 418pp, colour images
9781933477053 Hardback £125.00 / €140.00

No 9: Tumors of the Salivary Glands
Gary L. Ellis & Paul L. Auclair
2008 524pp, colour images
9781933477060 Hardback £140.00 / €155.00

No 8: Tumors of the Adrenal Glands and Extraadrenal Paraganglia
Ernest E. Lack
2007 500pp, colour images
9781881041016 Hardback £135.00 / €150.00

Also available:

AFIP ATLAS OF NONTUMOR PATHOLOGY, SERIES 1

The AFIP Atlas of Nontumor Pathology provides pathologists with expert reference material. The texts are heavily illustrated with diagrams and gross and microscopic colour photographs.

For information on this series as well as other volumes in the AFIP Atlas of Tumor Pathology, Series 4, visit eurospanbookstore.com/americanregistryofpathology
MKSAP® 17 MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE SELF-ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Setting the definitive standard for self-assessment since 1967, MKSAP® continues to honor its legacy by helping internists gain knowledge in the core of internal medicine and its subspecialties. The latest edition, MKSAP® 17, provides unparalleled content in a state-of-the-art format. Learn from evidence-based clinical scenarios and 1200 entirely new, challenging questions.

Learning Objectives

- Close gaps between actual care in your practice and preferred standards of care, based on best evidence.
- Diagnose disease states that are less common and sometimes overlooked and confusing.
- Improve management of comorbid conditions that can complicate patient care.
- Determine when to refer patients for surgery or care by subspecialists.
- Pass the ABIM Certification Examination and the ABIM Maintenance of Certification Examination.

Audience

Specifically intended for physicians who provide personal, non-surgical care to adults, including general internal medical physicians and primary care physicians; subspecialists who need to remain up to date in internal medicine; residents preparing for exams in internal medicine; and physicians needing US certification.

Submitting Completed Tests

To earn CME credits, you must answer all of the questions in a subspecialty section and receive a passing score of at least 50%. Digital users can submit directly from the submissions page of MKSAP® 17 Digital, and print users can use the online answer sheets to instantly submit for CME, MOC, or both, depending on your needs. Access the Online Answer Sheets at mksap.acponline.org.

The MKSAP® Options

MKSAP® 17 PRINT

2015 11 volumes + index, images
9781938245183 Paperback £540.00 / €685.00

Includes 11 highly informative sections, and 1200 new multiple choice questions. This option is ideal for those who like to work from a book but need them to be lightweight enough to be portable.

MKSAP® 17 DIGITAL

2016
9781938245305 Online Account, iPhone/iPad/Android/Desktop Apps & Mobile Web
£565.00 + VAT / €740.00 + VAT

Gives you the full programme plus the flexibility that only an online product can offer. Great for those who like to work on the move. Plus you can take advantage of apps for iPhone, iPad, Android devices, and laptops that will allow you to work entirely offline. Four MKSAP® 17 Updates are included in the price of MKSAP 17® Digital. These will be sent to you in July 2016, January 2017, July 2017 and January 2018.

MKSAP® 17 COMPLETE

2016
9781938245428 £875.00 + VAT / €1,150.00 + VAT

The perfect choice for those who want the full range of options and the best value available. Includes the print sections, MKSAP 17® Digital and Board Basics 4. For intensive review, Board Basics 4 is filled with crucial material you should review right before taking your exam. (Board Basics 4 is free with MKSAP® 17 Complete.)
**BOARD BASICS® 4**  
2015 300pp, images  
9781938245442 Paperback £110.00 / €135.00  
For intensive review, try this book and companion digital version, filled with crucial material you should review right before taking your exam. *Board Basics® 4* is free with MKSAP® 17 Complete or can be purchased if you have bought MKSAP® 17 Print or Digital.

**MKSAP® 17 UPDATES**  
Only available to purchasers of MKSAP® 17 Complete and Digital. At least 50 completely new questions are distributed online every 6 months beginning one year after MKSAP® 17 is released. The updates are free and further update will be available in July 2017 and January 2018.

The individual volumes that comprise MKSAP® 17 are also available for purchase individually:

**CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245190 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**DERMATOLOGY**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245206 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**ENDOCRINOLOGY AND METABOLISM**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245077 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**GASTROENTEROLOGY AND HEPATOLOGY**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245213 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245268 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**HEMATOLOGY AND ONCOLOGY**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245220 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**INFECTIOUS DISEASE**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245275 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**NEPHROLOGY**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245282 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**NEUROLOGY**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245237 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**PULMONARY AND CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245299 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**RHEUMATOLOGY**  
2015 160pp, images  
9781938245244 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

**IM ESSENTIALS QUESTIONS**  
2015 344pp  
9781938921100 Paperback £63.98 / €74.00 /US$59.95  
*IM Essentials Questions* is the next generation of MKSAP for Students and *Internal Medicine Essentials for Students*. This resource brings the self-assessment questions together into a single, integrated suite. The book contains a free access code to the online version of *IM Essentials*, which contains the complete content as well as interactive features and digital flashcards.
NEONATAL RESUSCITATION PROGRAM (NRP®)

TEXTBOOK OF NEONATAL RESUSCITATION®

Seventh Edition
American Academy of Pediatrics & American Heart Association
2016 328pp, 140 images
9781610020244 Paperback £59.95 / €65.00

The Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) is an educational programme jointly sponsored with the American Heart Association (AHA). It is designed to teach an evidence-based approach to the resuscitation of neonates to hospital staff who care for newborns at the time of delivery.

Significantly revised and updated, the new seventh edition reflects the 2015 AAP/AHA Guidelines for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and Emergency Cardiovascular Care of the Neonate. Two new chapters have been added, covering post-resuscitation care and preparing for resuscitation.

With 140 new colour photographs, this powerful resource for interactive, simulation-based teaching and learning is better than ever.

• A powerful resource for interactive, simulation-based teaching and learning.
• Includes two new chapters covering preparation for resuscitation and post-resuscitation care.
• Includes 140 new colour photographs replacing the majority of the line drawings in the previous edition.
• Essential for all neonatal nurses, NICU nurses, mother-baby nurses, midwives, neonatologists, emergency physicians, and respiratory therapists.

Also available in Spanish:

TEXTO REANIMACIÓN NEONATAL
7.a edición
American Academy of Pediatrics & American Heart Association
2016 328pp, 140 images
9781610020268 Paperback £59.95 / €65.00
**NEWS FOR NRP® INSTRUCTORS**

The web-based NRP Instructor Course was launched in spring 2016 and is a major component of the new edition. The approximately four-hour web-based course incorporates:

• Video, text, and photographs to help instructors better understand classroom preparation.

• All six Performance Skills Checklists.

• Demonstrations of hands-on skills and practice scenarios.

• Guidelines on how to communicate through simulation and debriefing.

• Guidance on conducting the Integrated Skills Station.

• Advice on counselling a student who must repeat the course.

Beginning with the seventh edition, new instructor candidates will be required to review the course and complete the Instructor Examination and eSim cases prior to teaching two courses under the guidance of an Instructor Mentor. Current NRP Instructors are also encouraged to review the course to prepare for the seventh edition courses.

More information on the steps to becoming a registered NRP Instructor can be found by scanning the QR code below.

---

**NRP® EQUIPMENT POSTER, 2016**

2016
9781610020350 Poster £52.95 + VAT / €61.00 + VAT

Simulate a realistic delivery room setting during your NRP training courses with the all-new NRP Equipment Poster – featuring illustrations of a manometer, oxygen blender, pulse oximeter, and more. (Size: 61cm x 61cm / 24” x 24”)

**NRP® CODE CART CARD, 2016**

2016
9781610020299 Card £7.50 + VAT / €9.00 + VAT
9781610020312 Pack of 5 Cards £29.95 + VAT / €35.00 + VAT

This quick, one-stop guide to neonatal resuscitation card has self-adhesive strips so that it can easily be adhered to the code cart/crash trolley. (Size: 21.5cm x 28cm / 8.5” x 11”)

**NRP® POCKET CARD, 2016**

2016
9781610020329 Card £4.50 + VAT / €5.00 + VAT
9781610020336 Pack of 10 Cards £29.95 + VAT / €35.00 + VAT

This quick, one-stop guide to neonatal resuscitation card fits easily in your pocket and is a great add-on product for NRP students. (Size: 10cm x 15cm / 4” x 6”)

**NRP® WALL CHART, 2016**

2016
9781610020282 Poster £24.50 + VAT / €28.00 + VAT

This quick, one-stop guide to neonatal resuscitation card is printed on flexible plastic with self-adhesive mounting strips. (Size: 56cm x 71cm / 22” x 34”)

---

American Academy of Pediatrics
MEDICATIONS & MOTHERS’ MILK 2017
17th Edition
Thomas W. Hale & Hilary E. Rowe
2016 1,095pp
9780826128584 Paperback £57.95 / €68.00

The essential reference for professionals working with breastfeeding mothers – now proudly published by Springer Publishing Company.

Medications & Mothers’ Milk is the worldwide-bestselling drug reference on the use of medications in breastfeeding mothers, providing you with the most current, complete, and evidence-based information. Extensively updated throughout, the 17th edition includes hundreds of new drugs, diseases, vaccines, and syndromes. The appendices provide information on radioactive drugs and tests, and over-the-counter drugs.

Written by world-renowned clinical pharmacologist, Dr. Thomas W. Hale, and assisted by Dr. Hilary E. Rowe, this drug reference provides everything that is known about the transfer of various medications into human milk, the use of radiopharmaceuticals, the use of chemotherapeutic agents, and vaccines in breastfeeding mothers.

• Updated throughout with new data on 1,115 drugs, syndromes, vaccines, and herbs.
• Contains new tables to compare the suitability of psychiatric medications and pain medication.
• Includes many new radiocontrast agents and other diagnostic procedures.

Springer Publishing Company

HALE & HARTMANN’S TEXTBOOK OF HUMAN LACTATION
Thomas W. Hale & Peter E. Hartmann
Feb 2017 680pp
9780826160096 Paperback £79.50 / €92.00

Written by many of the world’s leading lactation experts, the Textbook of Human Lactation incorporates evidence-based scientific knowledge to address key topics of importance in breastfeeding such as anatomy and biochemistry, immunobiology, breastfeeding management in infant and mother, maternal and infant nutrition, and medications and breastfeeding. Specific and detailed information is provided on the following topics:

• Complete description of the anatomy and physiology of the lactating breast.
• Detailed explanation of the immunobiology of human milk.
• Description of difficult syndromes and conditions in the infant and breastfeeding mother, and how to overcome these challenges.
• Thorough discussion of the of the emotional and physiological component of breastfeeding, especially as it relates to mother/infant co-sleeping.
• Detailed description of the nutritional competition and components of human milk.
• Explanation of the science of drug transport into human milk, and the use of medications in breastfeeding mothers.
• Discusses breastfeeding in the context of important topics such as infertility, polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), vitamin D, birth spacing, and family planning.

Springer Publishing Company
Medical Physics Publishing – now distributed by Eurospan

**THE PHYSICS & TECHNOLOGY OF RADIATION THERAPY**
Patrick N. McDermott & Colin G. Orton
2010 856pp, images
9781930524446 Paperback
£86.95 / €100.00
9781930524323 Hardback
£125.00 / €140.00

An introductory textbook to the physics and technology used in radiation therapy that is the outgrowth of a course taught to medical residents in radiation oncology and which has been classroom tested over many years.

**ADVANCES IN MEDICAL PHYSICS 2016**
Volume 6
Edited by Devon J. Godfrey et al
2016 323pp
9781930524903 Paperback
£86.95 / €100.00

MPP’s biennial review of the treatments and techniques on the cutting edge of medical imaging and treatment, Advances in Medical Physics is designed to help medical physicists and technically-inclined physicians stay current in medical radiation science and technology.

**MEDICAL DOSIMETRY CERTIFICATION STUDY GUIDE**
Second Edition
K.N. Govinda Rajan
2015 473pp, colour images
9781930524804 Paperback
£86.95 / €100.00

One of the best study guides for the Medical Dosimetry Certification Board (MDCB) exam is Govinda Rajan’s book. Now, the expanded second edition of this popular guide is even better, with twice as many questions as in the first edition.

**PHYSICS OF THE BODY**
Second Edition
John R. Cameron, James G. Skofronick & Roderick M. Grant
1999 394pp, images
978094838914 Paperback
£62.95 / €72.00

This edition of a popular text contains information on the relationship between physics and the workings of the body. It is intended primarily for students.

**ANSWER GUIDE TO PHYSICS OF THE BODY**
Second Edition
Roderick M. Grant
2008 48pp
9781930524415 Paperback
£27.50 / €31.00


**LECTURES ON RADIATION DOSIMETRY PHYSICS**
A Deeper Look into the Foundations of Clinical Protocols
Michael W. Kissick & Sharareh Fakhraei
2016 156pp, images
9781930524927 Paperback
£48.50 / €56.00

Covers essential physics concepts for understanding and calculating problems in the physical energy deposited in matter from ionizing radiation. The focus of application is on medical uses, both imaging and radiation therapy.
American College of Physicians

MKSAP® 17: CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE
Edited by Andrew Wang
2015 160pp, images
9781938245190 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00
Provides a review of epidemiology of cardiovascular disease, diagnostic testing on cardiology, coronary artery disease, heart failure, myocardial disease, arrhythmias, pericardial disease, valvular heart disease, adult congenital heart disease, diseases of the aorta, peripheral arterial disease, cardiovascular disease in the cancer survivor, and in pregnancy. Includes 120 multiple-choice questions.
For further details about MKSAP® 17, see pages 4-5.

IGI Global

EMERGING APPLICATIONS, PERSPECTIVES, AND DISCOVERIES IN CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCH
Edited by Ashim Malhotra & Shivani Soni
Apr 2017 317pp
9781522520924 Hardback £210.00 / €245.00
Advances in Medical Diagnosis, Treatment, and Care
Presents the latest academic material on the exploration of cardiovascular diseases, and provides an interdisciplinary examination of novel developments and applications for cardiovascular sciences. This book highlights a range of diverse topics, such as pharmacology, pathophysiology, and alternative medicine.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO EXERCISE
Second Edition
Lusha Xiang & Robert L. Hester
Jan 2017 134pp
9781615047260 Paperback £53.50 / €61.00
Exercise can be one of the most stressful physiological responses that the body undertakes. With exercise, there are increases in metabolic rate, heart rate, blood flow (hyperemia), respiration, and heat production. This book provides an overview of the cardiovascular responses to exercise under physiological conditions as well as some pathological circumstances.

PMH-USA

CURRENT VASCULAR SURGERY
Northwestern Vascular Symposium
Mark Eskandari, William H. Pearce & James S.T. Yao
Mar 2017 602pp
9781607951988 Hardback £140.00 / €180.00
Provides a comprehensive analysis of the current management of vascular disease as it relates to treatment of extracranial cerebrovascular and supra-aortic trunk disease, new approaches to lower extremity arterial and venous problems, and recent cutting-edge developments in open and endovascular approaches to treat aortic and visceral arterial disease.
Rutgers University Press

**ESSENTIAL FACTS IN CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE**

*Board Review and Clinical Pearls*
Yerem Yeghiayanars

Nov 2017 204pp, 7 line drawings, 29 tables
9780813579689 Paperback £41.50 / €54.00

Unlike standard exhaustive text and reference titles, Essential Facts in Cardiovascular Medicine provides the most critical facts and clinical pearls of cardiovascular medicine, in a high-yield, concise, bulleted format that can fit in your pocket. It is the perfect guide to enhance your cardiovascular knowledge, prepare for examinations, and improve clinical practice.

**IATROGENICITY**

*Causes and Consequences of Iatrogenesis in Cardiovascular Medicine*
Edited by John Kostis & Ihor Gussak

Oct 2017 304pp, 32 line drawings
9780813586410 Hardback £112.50 / €130.00
9780813590400 Paperback £89.95 / €105.00

Iatrogenesis is the occurrence of untoward effects resulting from actions of health care providers. Edited by two renowned cardiology experts, Iatrogenicity addresses both the iatrogenicity that arises with cardiovascular interventions, as well as non-cardiovascular interventions that result in adverse consequences on the cardiovascular system.

Springer Publishing Company

**ESSENTIALS OF ELECTRONIC FETAL HEART RATE MONITORING**

Rachel Nye

Apr 2017
9780826103581 DVD £37.50 + VAT / €43.00 + VAT

For further details, see page 15.

**PEDIATRIC ARRHYTHMIAS AND EKGS FOR THE HEALTH CARE PROVIDER**

Kathleen J. Prater

May 2017 200pp, 100 images
9780826194466 Paperback £47.95 / €55.00

For further details, see page 31.

IGI Global

**ORAL HEALTHCARE AND TECHNOLOGIES**

*Breakthroughs in Research and Practice*
Edited by Information Resources Management Association
Apr 2017 500pp
9781522519034 Hardback £300.00 / €345.00

Presents scholarly perspectives on the technological advances and real-world applications for oral hygiene and medical care. Featuring extensive coverage across a range of relevant perspectives and topics, such as disease management, healthcare administration, and medical informatics, this multi-volume book is designed for professionals, researchers, students, and practitioners.

PMPh-USA

**INGLE’S ENDODONTICS**

*Seventh Edition*
Edited by Ilan Rotstein & John I. Ingle

Sep 2017 1,300pp, images, two volumes
9781607951926 Hardback £200.00 / €260.00

This is the seventh edition of the text that has been known as the “Bible of Endodontics” for half a century. It continues the tradition of including an international group of authors, contributing new cutting-edge knowledge and updates on topics that have formed the core of this book for years and also contributing new chapters that reflect the ways in which the field has evolved.
PRACTICAL PRACTICE SOLUTIONS IN DENTISTRY
Building Your Successful Future
Sheri B. Doniger
Aug 2017 225pp
9781607951933 Paperback £29.95 / €39.00
Provides guidance on building a practice from the ground up: everyday management, hiring, online strategies, contracts, leases, ethics, law, forming a relationship with a bank, and many more skills for starting and maintaining a successful, profitable, and satisfying practice.

BESTSELLER
BURKET’S ORAL MEDICINE
Twelfth Edition
Michael Glick
2015 700pp, images
9781607951889 Hardback £125.00 / €165.00
For nearly 70 years Burket’s Oral Medicine has been the principal text for all major aspects of oral medicine, from the basic science to clinical practice. Written by a group of over forty internationally-respected experts in the field, this book includes 23 chapters covering all major aspects of oral medicine.

DERMATOLOGY
American College of Physicians

MKSAP® 17: DERMATOLOGY
Edited by Misha Rosenbach
2015 160pp, images
9781938245206 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00
Offers advice on approaches to dermatologic disease, acneiform eruptions, common skin and nail infections, common neoplasms, pruritus, urticaria, autoimmune bullous diseases, cutaneous manifestations of internal disease, dermatologic urgencies and emergencies, disorders of the mucous membranes, foot and leg ulcers, and dermatologic diseases of skin of colour. Includes 72 multiple-choice questions.
For further details about MKSAP® 17, see pages 4-5.

PMPH-USA

FACIAL SCARS
Surgical Revision and Treatment
J. Regan Thomas & David Hom
Oct 2017 400pp
9781607951865 Hardback £125.00 / €160.00
For further details, see page 36.

FISHER’S CONTACT DERMATITIS
Seventh Edition
Joseph F. Fowler & Matthew J. Zirwas
Nov 2017 800pp, 100 figures, 200 tables
9781607951896 Hardback £160.00 / €205.00
A classic reference text on contact dermatitis and patch testing. Since the first edition was published in 1967, it has been the essential text for dermatologists who see patients with contact dermatitis. This seventh edition has been fully updated, including the mini-atlas and executive summaries of the chapters.
American Academy of Pediatrics

**TEXTBOOK OF NEONATAL RESUSCITATION SEVENTH EDITION**

*American Academy of Pediatrics & American Heart Association*

English edition:
- 2016 328pp, 140 images
- 9781610020244 Paperback £59.95 / €65.00

Spanish edition:
- 2016 328pp, 140 images
- 9781610020268 Paperback £59.95 / €65.00

For further details, see page 6.

American College of Physicians

**MKSAP® 17: GASTROENTEROLOGY AND HEPATOLOGY**

*Edited by Amy S. Oxentenko*

2015 160pp, images
- 9781938245213 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

Offers a review of gastroesophageal reflux disease, oesophageal carcinoma, peptic ulcer disorder, dyspepsia, Helicobacter pylori infection, gastrointestinal complications of NSAIDs, gastric adenocarcinoma, pancreatic adenocarcinoma, colonic disease, inflammatory bowel disease, irritable bowel syndrome, colorectal cancer, liver disease, gallbladder disease, and gastrointestinal bleeding. Includes 96 multiple-choice questions.

For further details about MKSAP® 17, see pages 4-5.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

**THE BILIARY SYSTEM**

*Second Edition*

*David Q.-H. Wang, Brent A. Neuschwander-Tetri & Piero Portincasa*

2016 178pp
- 9781615047376 Paperback £67.95 / €78.00

Colloquium Series on Integrated Systems Physiology: From Molecule to Function

Summarizes the progress in the molecular and cellular mechanisms of cholesterol and bile acid metabolism and the physical-chemistry of biliary lipids, with emphasis on biliary lipid metabolism that is regulated by nuclear receptors in the hepatobiliary system.

Colloquium Life Science

STM Learning

**MANUAL NONFATAL STRANGULATION ASSESSMENT FOR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS AND FIRST RESPONDERS**

*Diana K. Faugno et al*

2016 142pp, 112 figures
- 9781936590704 Paperback £49.95 / €58.00

Forensic Learning Series

This workbook is designed to standardize anatomic nomenclature, as it relates to the head and neck, for both new and experienced sexual assault nurse examiners (SANEs) and sexual assault forensic examiners (SAFEs), first responders, medical residents and physicians, nursing students, and nurse practitioners.
PMPH-USA

**PEDIATRIC GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY**

**Second Edition**  
*Edited by Harland S. Winter et al*  
Sep 2017 350pp, 750 images, video atlas, 33 tables  
9781607951070 Hardback £165.00 / €215.00  
For further details, see page 31.

**WALKER’S PEDIATRIC GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASE**

*Physiology, Diagnosis, Management, Sixth Edition*  
*Ronald E. Kleinman et al*  
Sep 2017 1400pp, 750 figures, 400 tables  
9781607951810 Hardback £230.00 / €295.00  
For further details, see page 31.

---

**BESTSELLER**

**ATLAS OF GASTROINTESTINAL SURGERY**

**Second Edition**  
*Edited by John L. Cameron & Corinne Sandone*  
**Volume 1**  
2006 552pp, images  
9781550092707 Hardback £210.00 / €270.00  
**Volume 2**  
2014 733pp, images  
9781607950271 Hardback £250.00 / €325.00  
This classic work has been updated to include laparoscopic techniques and to demonstrate new procedures and the current status of gastrointestinal surgical procedures. Written for the experienced surgeon, this two-volume work is beautifully illustrated with anatomical watercolour paintings by co-author Corinne Sandone that elevate the work to a level not seen in other atlases. Each operative indication and technique is fully illustrated.

---

**GERIATRICS**

Demos Medical Publishing

**HANDBOOK OF GERIATRIC ONCOLOGY**  
*Edited by Beatriz Korc-Grodzicki & William P. Tew*  
May 2017 394pp, 20 images  
9781620701041 Paperback £72.50 / €83.00  
For further details, see page 19.

Springer Publishing Company

**ANNUAL REVIEW OF GERONTOLOGY AND GERIATRICS, VOLUME 37, 2017**

*Contemporary Issues and Future Directions in Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Aging*  
*Edited by Kristina M. Hash & Anissa Rogers*  
Mar 2017 296pp  
9780826125729 Hardback £140.00 / €160.00  
Provides recommendations by leading scholars regarding best practices and future directions in LGBT aging. With its critical examination of contemporary issues facing lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) elders, this landmark annual review continues a nearly 40-year tradition of providing state-of-the-art knowledge, insight, and research on topics critical to gerontologists worldwide.

**USING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE CARE OF OLDER ADULTS**

*Critical Topics in an Aging Society*  
*Edited by Diane Chau & Thomas Osborne*  
Aug 2017 250pp  
9780826142429 Paperback £58.50 / €68.00  
Presents state-of-the-art developments in multiple new technologies for older adult care. Grounded in a unique team-based geriatrics perspective, this book delivers a broad range of current, evidence-based knowledge about innovative technology that has the potential to advance the care and well-being of older adults.
GYNAECOLOGY & OBSTETRICS

Demos Medical Publishing

GYNECOLOGIC ONCOLOGY HANDBOOK
An Evidence-Based Clinical Guide, Second Edition
Michelle Benoit, M. Yvette Williams-Brown & Creighton L. Edwards
Aug 2017 400pp, 10 images
9781620701195 Paperback £90.50 / €105.00
For further details, see page 19.

PMPH-USA

CRANIOFACIAL EMBRYOGENETICS AND DEVELOPMENT
Third Edition
Geoffrey H. Sperber & Steven M. Sperber
Sep 2017 276pp
9781607952824 Paperback £54.50 / €71.00
For further details, see page 27.

Rutgers University Press

CLINICAL TRIALS IN OVARIAN CANCER
Christine S. Walsh
2016 328pp
9780813585847 Hardback £80.95 / €98.00
For further details, see page 21.

Springer Publishing Company

ESSENTIALS OF ELECTRONIC FETAL HEART RATE MONITORING
Rachel Nye
Apr 2017
9780261035811 DVD £37.50 + VAT / €43.00 + VAT
Introduces the essentials of electronic fetal monitoring (EFM) to nursing students and clinicians practicing in this area. Progressing from simple to complex, the presentation begins with an orientation to terminology and foundational clinical information. This is followed by case studies of either an individual or unfolding nature to allow the viewer to apply their knowledge.

HALE & HARTMANN’S TEXTBOOK OF HUMAN LACTATION
Thomas W. Hale & Peter E. Hartmann
Feb 2017 680pp
9780261600966 Paperback £79.50 / €92.00
For further details, see page 8.

MEDICATIONS & MOTHERS’ MILK 2017
Thomas W. Hale & Hilary E. Rowe
2016 1,095pp
9780261282984 Paperback £57.95 / €68.00
For further details, see page 8.
**BESTSELLER**

**GUIDES TO THE EVALUATION OF PERMANENT IMPAIRMENT**

*Sixth Edition*

*American Medical Association*

2008 630pp, images

9781578478889 Hardback £195.00 / €235.00

Considers the evidence and patient function to achieve physician interrater reliability through a consensus approach. This book includes a series of uniform grids in each chapter providing a standard for impairment evaluation. It offers a standardized approach to determine impairment using patient history, physical examination and clinical tests.

*Morgan & Claypool Publishers*

**THE PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS OF MRI**

*Richard Ansorge & Martin Graves*

2016 188pp

9781681740041 Paperback £67.95 / €78.00

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a very important clinical imaging tool. It combines different fields of physics and engineering in a uniquely complex way. MRI is also surprisingly versatile. This versatility is unique to MRI. This book gives an in depth account of the methods used for the operation and construction of modern MRI systems and of the principles of sequence design and many examples of applications.

*IOP Concise Physics*

**RADIATION IMAGING DETECTORS USING SOI TECHNOLOGY**

*Yasuo Arai & Ikuo Kurachi*

Feb 2017 71pp

9781627056960 Paperback £33.95 / €39.00

Offers a comprehensive overview of the basic concepts and research issues of Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) radiation image detectors. It introduces basic issues to implement the SOI detector and presents how to solve these issues. It also reveals fundamental techniques, improvement of radiation tolerance, applications, and examples of the detectors.

**SPIE**

**HANDBOOK OF OPTICAL BIOMEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS**

*Second Edition*

*Edited by Valery V. Tuchin*

2016 1,410pp, two volumes

9781510601635 Hardback £235.00 / €280.00

Press Monograph

Since the publication of the first edition in 2002, optical methods for biomedical diagnostics have developed in many well-established directions, and new trends have also appeared. To encompass all current methods, this text has been updated and expanded into the two volumes contained in this set: *Volume 1: Light - Tissue Interaction* and *Volume 2: Methods*.

*Springer Publishing Company*

**MEDICAL IMAGING FOR THE HEALTH CARE PROVIDER**

*Practical Radiograph Interpretation*

*Theresa M. Campo*

Mar 2017 256pp

9780826131263 Paperback £58.50 / €68.00

This unique book fills a void in radiology interpretation texts by encompassing the foundational tools and concepts of the full range of medical imaging, including radiology, the basics of interpretation of plain radiographs, comparison with other testing modalities, the rationale for which to select as the first diagnostic step, and exploration and interpretation of chest, abdomen, extremity, and spinal radiographs.
American College of Physicians

**MKSAP® 17 NEPHROLOGY**
Edited by Hasan Bazari
2016 100pp
9781938245282 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

Provides guidance on clinical evaluation of kidney function, fluids and electrolytes, acid-based disorders, hypertension, chronic tubulo interstitial disorders, glomerular diseases, genetic disorders and kidney disease, acute kidney injury, kidney stones, the kidney in pregnancy, and chronic kidney disease. Includes 108 multiple-choice questions.

For further details about MKSAP® 17, see pages 4-5.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

**POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE**
Christian Riella, Peter G. Czarnecki & Theodore I. Steinman
Mar 2017 47pp
9781615047468 Paperback £29.50 / €34.00

Reviews important aspects of polycystic kidney diseases, the latest scientific understanding of the diseases and syndromes, along with the therapies being developed. Cystic kidney diseases comprise a spectrum of genetic syndromes defined by renal cyst formation and expansion with variable extrarenal manifestations. The most prevalent disorder is the autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease.

*Colloquium Life Science*

American College of Physicians

**MKSAP® 17: NEUROLOGY**
Edited by Robert G. Kamecki
2015 160pp, images
9781938245237 Paperback £95.00 / €115.00

Provides insights on headache and facial pain, head injury, epilepsy, stroke, dementia, movement disorders, multiple sclerosis and other demyelinating diseases, disorders of the spinal cord, neuromuscular disorders, neuro-oncology, and brain death. Includes 96 multiple choice questions.

For further details about MKSAP® 17, see pages 4-5.

Demos Medical Publishing

**AMBULATORY EEG MONITORING**
William Tatum
Jun 2017 240pp
9781620701010 Paperback £90.50 / €105.00

Bringing together top experts from leading epilepsy centres, this book covers equipment, technical aspects of recording, instrumentation and polygraphic event monitoring, artefacts, clinical use in adult and paediatric patients, sleep recording, short-term and chronic ambulatory EEG, and reimbursement.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

**THE BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER IN HEALTH AND DISEASE**
William G. Mayhan & Denise M. Arrick
2016 67pp
9781615047390 Paperback £38.95 / €45.00

The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is a complex and dynamic structure that protects the brain from cells within the vasculature, from the immune system and from pathogens. This book focuses on various aspects that account for the formation and maintenance of the BBB, and on disease states that compromise this barrier.

*Colloquium Life Science*
X & Y CHROMOSOMAL VARIATIONS
Hormones, Brain Development, and Neurodevelopmental Performance
Carole A. Samango-Sprouse & Andrea L. Gropman
2016 122pp
9781615046904 Paperback £43.50 / €50.00
Colloquium Series on The Developing Brain
This is the first book on X and Y chromosomal disorders to address these common but rarely diagnosed conditions. This book seeks to present the latest in research and clinical care addressing neuroimaging, the interaction between hormones, brain development, and neurodevelopmental progression.

Rutgers University Press

NEUROPHARMACOTHERAPY IN CRITICAL ILLNESS
Edited by Gretchen M. Brophy
May 2017 256pp, 15 line drawings
9780813590356 Paperback £89.95 / €105.00
Updates in Neurocritical Care
In the treatment of neurocritical disease states, pharmacotherapeutic strategies are increasingly relevant. This is the first book to provide this information in a high-yield format for the busy healthcare provider. This book provides practitioners with clinical pearls on neuropharmacology, dosing strategies, monitoring, adverse events, drug interactions, and evidence-based pharmacotherapy.

Springer Publishing Company

ACQUIRED BRAIN INJURY
Clinical Essentials for Neurotrauma and Rehabilitation Professionals
Edited by Dong (Dan) Y. Han
2016 372pp
9780826131362 Paperback £68.95 / €80.00
Provides non-medical specialist professionals who work with patients in brain trauma and rehabilitation settings with easily understandable information about this challenging population. It provides short clinical synopses of a full range of advanced brain injuries, from causes to diagnoses and treatment.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PARKINSON’S DISEASE
Diagnosis and Management
Alexandra Armitage
Nov 2017 280pp
9780826144027 Paperback £58.50 / €68.00
The only resource of its kind, this is a concise yet comprehensive overview of Parkinson’s disease and related syndromes written for PAs, medical students, case managers, and nurse practitioners in primary care and neurology settings. It encompasses diagnosis, treatment, and ongoing management of the Parkinsonian patient along with abundant patient education and caregiver resources.
ONCOLOGY BOARD REVIEW

**Blueprint Study Guide and Q&A, Second Edition**
Edited by Francis P. Worden et al  
Apr 2017 448pp, 11 images  
9781620701157 Paperback £105.00 / €120.00

Offers a concise, outline-based study guide covering the topics that appear on the Medical Oncology Certification Exam. This second edition has been thoroughly revised to include new treatment regimens, clinical guidelines, and other updates impacting the field and reflected on the test.

GYNECOLOGIC ONCOLOGY HANDBOOK

**An Evidence-Based Clinical Guide, Second Edition**
Michelle Benoit, M. Yvette Williams-Brown & Creighton L Edwards  
Aug 2017 400pp, 10 images  
9781620701195 Paperback £90.50 / €105.00

Now in its second edition, Gynecologic Oncology Handbook has been thoroughly updated to include the latest advances in surgical techniques, chemotherapy protocols, AJCC 8th Edition staging criteria, and much more. This current edition contains illustrations that reinforce key concepts, algorithms for diagnostic techniques, and tables to guide you in optimal disease management.

HANDBOOK OF BREAST CANCER AND RELATED BREAST DISEASE

Edited by Katherine H.R. Tkaczuk, Susan B. Kesmodel & Steven J. Feigenberg  
Feb 2017 350pp  
9781620700990 Paperback £82.50 / €94.00

Provides a practical guide to the management of patients with breast malignancies and related non-neoplastic lesions. Written and edited by leading experts, this handbook focuses on the application of conventional and novel treatment strategies to the care of patients with nonmalignant breast disease and all stages of breast cancer.

HANDBOOK OF GERIATRIC ONCOLOGY

Edited by Beatrix Korc-Grodzicki & William P. Tew  
May 2017 394pp, 20 images  
9781620701041 Paperback £72.50 / €83.00

A practical resource for oncologists and related clinicians who want to provide comprehensive, patient-centred care to the elderly cancer patient. Divided into nine succinct sections, this book is the definitive resource for oncologists and related clinicians to meet the demands of clinical management along the continuum of geriatric cancer care.
HANDBOOK OF HEMATOLOGIC MALIGNANCIES
David A. Sallman et al
Mar 2017 306pp, 100 images
9781620700945 Paperback £90.50 / €105.00
Provides a unique, practical, and concise guide focused on the must-know points of diagnosis, prognosis, therapeutic management, and cutting edge clinical trial opportunities for each hematologic malignancy. This comprehensive subspecialty handbook is designed and organised for the busy hematologist, hematologic oncologist, hematopathologist, and trainee.

HANDBOOK OF LUNG CANCER AND OTHER THORACIC MALIGNANCIES
Edited by Gregory P. Kalemkerian et al
Mar 2017 370pp, 30 images
9781620700969 Paperback £82.50 / €94.00
Provides a practical guide to management of lung cancer and other cancers of the thoracic cavity. Edited by a multidisciplinary team of cancer specialists from leading institutions, the book is an essential day-to-day reference for evidence-based care in thoracic oncology.

HANDBOOK OF PROSTATE CANCER AND OTHER GENITOURINARY MALIGNANCIES
Edited by Teresa G. Hayes, Martha Pritchett Mims & Jennifer Marie Taylor
Jun 2017 350pp, 15 images
9781620701096 Paperback £95.00 / €105.00
Provides a patient-centred, practical approach to diagnosis, treatment, and clinical management of cancers found in the genitourinary system. Remaining current and up-to-date can be extremely challenging for practicing clinicians. This comprehensive, multidisciplinary handbook is designed with the busy oncologist, urologist, general practitioner, and trainee in mind.

THE MELANOMA HANDBOOK
Edited by Stephan P. Ariyan & Harriet Kluger
Apr 2017 225pp, 30 images
9781620701188 Paperback £77.50 / €88.00
A concise and comprehensive resource for anyone who treats patients with local, advanced, or metastatic melanoma in all its various forms. Chapters cover the pathology, treatment, and management of all presentations of melanoma. The content emphasizes overall treatment guidelines and more nuanced applications for patient groups who have different presentations, metastases, or other complications.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers

MITIGATION OF CANCER SIDE EFFECTS USING LIGHT
Raj Nair & Rene-Jean Bensadoun
2016 47pp
9781681740119 Paperback £33.95 / €39.00
In this book the authors attempt to portray the current status of the supportive care interventions that are possible with photobiomodulation using low level laser therapy (LLLT) in patients undergoing cancer treatment for solid tumours, hematological malignancies, and head and neck cancers.
IOP Concise Physics

Oncology Nursing Society

INTEGRATING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY INTO CANCER CARE
An Evidence-Based Approach
Edited by L.M. Bernardo & B.J. Becker
Apr 2017 256pp
9781935864912 Paperback £66.95 / €77.00
Provides essential resources to encourage and support patients to engage in appropriate levels of exercise and physical activity throughout the cancer trajectory. Chapters highlight the benefits of physical activity in different types of cancer, strategies to assess patient motivation and readiness, ways to evaluate exercise tolerance and adherence, and resources and support groups.
SARCOMA ONCOLOGY
A Multidisciplinary Approach
Raphael Pollock et al
Oct 2017 700pp
9781607950172 Hardback £145.00 / €190.00
Addresses the entire spectrum of the subject from epidemiology to laboratory research in the biology of sarcomas. Coverage includes the epidemiology and pathology of sarcomas; diagnostic imaging and biopsy techniques; staging and prognosis; surgery of sarcomas in extremity soft tissue, abdominal wall and trunk, and skeletal bone; surgery for metastases; reconstructive surgery; and systemic chemotherapy.

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS

CLINICAL TRIALS IN OVARIAN CANCER
Christine S. Walsh
2016 328pp
9780813586472 Hardback £80.95 / €98.00
Collecting and synthesizing research findings from a wide array of medical journal articles and book chapters, Clinical Trials in Ovarian Cancer systematically outlines each of the seminal Phase III trials that have shaped the treatment of ovarian cancers, detailing the rationale for the trial, the patient population studied, treatment delivery methods, efficacy, toxicity, and trial conclusions.

DR. RUTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS

RADIATION ONCOLOGY

HANDBOOK OF PALLIATIVE RADIATION THERAPY
Candice Johnstone & Stephen T. Lutz
Feb 2017 280pp, 70 colour images
9781620700952 Paperback £90.50 / €105.00
The first practical guide to palliative care in radiation oncology. It covers planning and administering single-fractionated and hypo-fractionated radiotherapy for end-of-life cancer care.

RADIOBIOLOGY SELF-ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Jennifer Yu & Mohamed Abazeed
Feb 2017 434pp
9781620701140 Paperback £105.00 / €120.00
Covers in depth the principles of radiobiology as applied to radiation oncology along with their clinical applications. It provides a user-friendly flash cards in a question and answer format with over 700 questions.

RADIATION ONCOLOGY

CLINICAL BRACHYTHERAPY PHYSICS
Edited by Mark J. Rivard
Jul 2017 372pp
9781936366576 Hardback £110.00 / €125.00
Medical Physics Monograph, Vol. 38
Learn what’s new in treatment planning, technology, and techniques in brachytherapy from the world’s leading researchers and clinicians with the latest book on brachytherapy in modern clinics. This new volume includes chapters on HDR and LDR brachytherapy for the prostate; general planning and model-based dose calculation algorithms; intensity-modulated brachytherapy; and more.

CLINICAL RADIOLOGY MODULES
Theresa M. Campo
Oct 2017
9780826130891 DVD-ROM £41.50 + VAT / €48.00 + VAT
This unique product incorporates the basic concepts of radiology, the characteristics and differences of various testing modalities and basic interpretation and diagnostic skills.
### BASIC OPHTHALMOLOGY

**Essentials for Medical Students, Tenth Edition**
*Edited by Richard C. Allen & Richard A Harper*
2016, 288pp, 140 figures, access to 17 video clips
9781615258048 Paperback £74.50 / €86.00

Presents practical information for the diagnosis, management and referral of common ocular disorders. It covers the eye examination, acute and chronic vision loss, the red eye, ocular and orbital injuries, amblyopia and strabismus, neuro-ophthalmology, ocular manifestations of systemic diseases, and drugs and the eye.

### FOCAL POINTS 2016 COMPLETE SET

*American Academy of Ophthalmology*
Jan 2017, 200pp
9781615258468 Loose-leaf £320.00 / €370.00

With the Focal Points 2016 Complete Set, you will receive all 12 print issues from 2016. Each issue focuses on a specific ophthalmic topic, with practical, hands-on discussions of diagnosis, treatment and the latest research.

### BESTSELLERS

#### BASIC PRINCIPLES OF OPHTHALMIC SURGERY

**Third Edition**
*Edited by Ayman Naseri*
2015, 296pp, 200+ images
9781615256181 Paperback £185.00 / €210.00

Introduces the resident to key concepts and elements in the realm of ophthalmic surgery, covering patient selection and preparation, as well as surgical logistics and instrumentation and materials, including loupes, lasers, microscopes, instruments, blades, suture materials and needles. Intraoperative and postoperative considerations are also covered.

#### BASIC TECHNIQUES OF OPHTHALMIC SURGERY

**Second Edition**
*Edited by Jean Hausheer*
2015, 608pp, 500+ images, 175 videos
9781615256174 Paperback £185.00 / €210.00

Completely updated, with new chapters added, this new edition describes more than 80 common ophthalmic surgical procedures. In the new edition, more than 500 images and 175 videos vividly illustrate the procedures step by step. You can watch the videos by scanning the QR codes in the book.

#### OPHTHALMIC MEDICAL ASSISTING

**An Independent Study Course, Sixth Edition**
*Edited by Mary A. O’Hara*
Apr 2017

Increase the quality of care provided to your patients by offering comprehensive, up-to-date training to your staff. *Ophthalmic Medical Assisting* is a self-study program for beginning ophthalmic assistants that blends fundamental medical and scientific information and essential practical skills.

Textbook, 381pp, illustrations, QR codes
9781615258381 Paperback, £140.00 / €160.00

Online Exam
9781615259496 Online access card £79.50 + VAT / €92.00 + VAT

Textbook and Online Exam, 381pp, illustrations, QR codes
9781615259502 Paperback and Online access card, £190.00 + VAT / €215.00 + VAT

Textbook eBook
9781615259519 eBook access card £140.00 + VAT / €160.00 + VAT

Textbook eBook and Online Exam, 381pp
9781615259809 eBook and Online access cards £190.00 + VAT / €215.00 + VAT
SLACK Incorporated

ANTI-VEGF USE IN OPHTHALMOLOGY
Jay S. Duker & Michelle C. Liang
Apr 2017 200pp, images
9781630913212 Paperback £110.00 / €125.00

Anti-VEGF Use in Ophthalmology combines the theory and applications of anti-VEGF agents, making it not only a great learning tool for beginners but also a useful reference tool for a wide range of eye care professionals including optometrists, residents, comprehensive ophthalmologists, as well as specialists in anterior segment, pediatrics, and vitreoretinal disease.

CORNEAL CROSS-LINKING
Second Edition
Edited by Farhad Hafezi & J. Bradley Randleman
May 2017 288pp, images
9781630912109 Hardback £150.00 / €175.00

This new and expanded second edition provides a concise yet comprehensive summary of the CXL process. With each chapter being fully updated, plus the inclusion of over twenty new chapters that cover the latest advances and future directions, Corneal Cross-Linking, Second Edition represents the cutting-edge of CXL research and clinical practice.

EVERYDAY OCT
Joel S. Schuman, Carmen A. Puliafito & James G. Fujimoto
Mar 2017 200pp, images
9781630911720 Spiral bound £120.00 / €140.00

A user-friendly, practical reference that provides all of the information eyecare professionals need to know about the principles, applications, and interpretations of optical coherence tomography. This publication provides both the beginning and advanced user with expert pearls on how to effectively perform and interpret OCT imaging.

KLINE’S NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY REVIEW MANUAL
Eighth Edition
Rod Foroozan & Michael Vaphiades
Oct 2017 300pp, images
9781630914271 Paperback £72.50 / €83.00

MORE PHACO NIGHTMARES
Conquering Cataract Catastrophes
Amar Agarwal
Oct 2017 400pp, images
9781630914394 Hardback £215.00 / €245.00

OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY ANGIOGRAPHY OF THE EYE
David Huang et al
Aug 2017 400pp, images
9781630912826 Hardback £205.00 / €235.00 / US$189.95

Includes detailed information on clinical applications and fundamental principles needed to understand and use optical coherence tomography angiography. This includes information on high-speed OCT systems, algorithms to extract flow contrast, the appearance of the normal eye, the findings in myriad diseases, and tips on how to deal with artifacts and pitfalls.

PRACTICAL ASTIGMATISM
Planning and Analysis
Noel Alpins
Sep 2017 250pp, images
9781617119958 Hardback £125.00 / €145.00

The surgical correction of astigmatism is the last frontier to optimizing visual outcomes for patients. Practical Astigmatism: Planning and Analysis is a comprehensive guide to correcting astigmatism from pre-operative planning to post-operative analysis. This provides readers with unique insight to what actually happened surgically.

REFRACTIVE CATARACT SURGERY
John A. Hovanesian
Apr 2017 250pp, images
9781630911973 Paperback £140.00 / €160.00

Updated and expanded, this second edition is a practical guide for cataract surgeons and general ophthalmologists who wish to take their practices to a new level by offering refractive solutions to their cataract patients.
Now in its second edition, this straightforward, concise, and easy-to-read reference manual is equivalent to having the best instructor offering guidance on what to do next and how to avoid potential complications. It comprehensively details every step of phacoemulsification cataract extraction surgery, from preoperative evaluation to intraoperative instruction to postoperative care.

More than 30 years ago, Neuro-Ophthalmology Review Manual presented a unique and user-friendly approach to address clinical neuro-ophthalmology principles used in everyday practice. The seventh edition continues that tradition, providing a timely update, while also maintaining the same concise format. It includes effective exercises, case studies, as well as the addition of a chapter on neuroimaging.

This completely revised and updated third edition reflects the quickly advancing technology of spectral domain optical coherence tomography (OCT). Incorporated within over 600 pages are a multitude of updated features unique to this edition, including over 1,200 colour images, state-of-the-art technology, and case presentations. These elements cohesively work together to successfully demonstrate the retina in normal and diseased states using spectral domain OCT.

Includes over 300 figures and illustrations detailing the latest machine technologies and surgical techniques. In addition, it profiles how recent advancements in machine technology can enhance surgical procedures and optimize results.
ORTHOPAEDICS & MUSCULOSKELETAL MEDICINE

American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons

⭐ BESTSELLER
AAOS COMPREHENSIVE ORTHOPAEDIC REVIEW 2
Edited by Martin I. Boyer
2014 1300pp, images, online access
9780892038459 Paperback £295.00 / €345.00

This second edition comprises 143 chapters organised in eleven sections and colour-coded by orthopaedic specialty. The bulleted outline format makes it easy to read and enables quick review of important facts. Every chapter has been reviewed, revised and updated, and 22 new chapters have been added.

ADVANCED RECONSTRUCTION SERIES

HIP 2
Edited by Daniel J. Berry & Jay R. Lieberman
Mar 2017 600pp, online surgical videos, images
9781625525574 Hardback £315.00 / €365.00

Written and edited by the world’s leading hip reconstruction surgeons, Advanced Reconstruction: Hip 2 takes you deep into complex hip cases. The authors share techniques, pearls, and step-by-step guidance in this techniques-oriented text with accompanying video offering pre-surgical review and strategies for more than 70 hip procedures.

Also available:

ELBOW 2
Edited by David Ring & Scott Steinmann
2016 260pp, online surgical videos, images
9781625525468 Hardback £315.00 / €365.00

SHOULDER 2
Arthroscopy, Arthroplasty, and Fracture Management
Edited by Jeffrey S. Abrams et al
2016 700pp, images, 26 online surgical videos
9781625525444 Hardback £315.00 / €365.00

FOOT AND ANKLE 2
Second Edition
Edited by Ian J. Alexander, Eric M. Bluman & Justin K. Greisberg
2015 610pp, images
9780892038442 Hardback £315.00 / €365.00

KNEE
Edited by Jay R. Lieberman, Daniel J. Berry & Frederick M. Azar
2011 817pp, images
970892034529 Hardback £315.00 / €365.00

INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE LECTURES, VOLUME 66, 2017
Edited by Tad L. Gerlinger & Javad Parvizi
Jun 2017 277pp, online videos
9781625525659 Hardback £285.00 / €325.00

Contains the most comprehensive compilation of current, clinically relevant presentations from the 2016 AAOS Annual Meeting. Written by the expert orthopaedic surgeons who presented the lectures, these are hands-on experience-based solutions, some with streaming surgical technique videos.
ORTHOPAEDIC KNOWLEDGE UPDATE

ORTHOPAEDIC KNOWLEDGE UPDATE 12
Edited by Jonathan N. Grauer
Apr 2017 800pp, images
9781625529536 Paperback £325.00 / €375.00
For further details see page 1.

ORTHOPAEDIC KNOWLEDGE UPDATE: SPINE 5
Edited by Eric Truumees & Heidi Prather
Oct 2017 640pp, images
9781625526946 Paperback £200.00 / €225.00
World-renowned contributors offer a critical evaluation of the latest approaches and techniques in both adult and paediatric spine care, including an overview of treatments available for patients trying to avoid surgery, preparing for surgery, or following surgery.

Also available:

ORTHOPAEDIC KNOWLEDGE UPDATE: HIP AND KNEE RECONSTRUCTION 5
Edited by Michael A. Mont & Michael Tanzer
2016 450pp, images
9781625525505 Paperback £200.00 / €225.00
ORTHOPAEDIC KNOWLEDGE UPDATE: PEDIATRICS 5
Edited by Jeffrey E. Martus
2016 550pp, images
9781625525482 Paperback £200.00 / €225.00
ORTHOPAEDIC KNOWLEDGE UPDATE: SPORTS MEDICINE 5
Edited by Mark D. Miller
2016 832pp, images, online video access
9781625523280 Paperback £225.00 / €260.00
ORTHOPAEDIC KNOWLEDGE UPDATE: TRAUMA 5
Edited by William M. Ricci & Robert F. Ostrum
2016 650pp, images
9781625524331 Paperback £200.00 / €225.00

THE HIP
Preservation, Replacement, and Revision
Edited by James Cashman, Nitin Goyal & Javad Parvizi
2015 1500pp, two volumes, colour images
9781574001495 Hardback £185.00 / €215.00
Offers current, comprehensive guidance related to all disorders of the hip, with chapters on diagnosis, classification, and management of periprosthetic infection. Contributions by more than 200 international experts make up the four sections devoted to foundations of THA; joint preservation; primary THA; and revision THA.

THE KNEE
Reconstruction, Replacement, and Revision
Edited by Javad Parvizi et al
2012 1500pp, two volumes, colour images
9781574001396 Hardback £140.00 / €160.00
Richly illustrated with colour figures, diagrams, and tables that visualise important information and help to establish this book as a highly valuable resource in knee surgery.

Demos Medical Publishing

MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES AND CONDITIONS
Assessment and Management
Se Won Lee
Mar 2017 505pp, 100 images
9781620700983 Paperback £120.00 / €135.00
A practical guide to diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal conditions in clinical practice. More comprehensive than a handbook, yet more clinically-focused than a desk reference, this volume is a one-stop guide for clinicians who deal with musculoskeletal disorders and injuries in the practice setting.
GAIT ANALYSIS
Normal and Pathological Function, Second Edition
Jacquelin Perry & Judith Burnfield
2010 576pp, images
9781556427664 Hardback £89.95 / €102.00

Presents the research findings on human gait. This title provides essential information describing gait functions, and clinical examples to identify and interpret gait deviations. It covers the fundamentals, normal gait, pathological gait, clinical considerations, advanced locomotor functions, and gait analysis systems.

ESSENTIALS IN TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY
Javad Parvizi & Brian Klatt
2011 250pp, images
9781556428517 Hardback £165.00 / €190.00

Looks into the world of total knee arthroplasty, including history of the procedure and provides strategies to treat, as well as prevent complications. This text features: material covering total knee arthroplasty; charts and tables; and, bulleted text format. It is suitable for residents, physical therapists, and students.

SPECIAL TESTS FOR ORTHOPEDIC EXAMINATION
Fourth Edition
Jeff G. Konin et al
2015 448pp, images
9781617119828 Spiral bound £65.95 / €76.00

This concise, pocket-sized handbook is a valuable guide filled with the most current and practical clinical exam techniques used during an orthopaedic examination. This edition takes a simplistic approach to visualizing and explaining more than 150 commonly used orthopaedic special tests.

BALLenger’s oToRHINoLARyNgology
Head and Neck Surgery, 18th Edition
Edited by P. Ashley Wackym & James B. Snow, Jr
May 2017 1,300pp, 1,000 images
9781607951773 Hardback £275.00 / €325.00

Presents synopses that address clinical problems, diagnosis, and management. These clinically oriented synopses provide information on the commonly encountered problems in otology/neurotology, rhinology, facial plastic and reconstructive surgery, paediatric otorhinolaryngology, laryngology, head and neck surgery, and bronchoesophagology.

CRANioFACIAL EMBRYOGENETICS AND DEVELOPMENT
Third Edition
Geoffrey H. Sperber & Steven M. Sperber
Sep 2017 276pp
9781607952824 Paperback £54.50 / €71.00

Provides clinicians with a basic background for assessing and treating craniofacial anomalies. The book describes recent technical advances in optical projection tomography, photoacoustic and 3D imaging, small-angle X-ray scattered (SAXS) tomography and morphometrics and their impact on embryogenetics.

EUSTACHIAN TUBE
Structure, Function, and Role in Middle-Ear Disease, Second Edition
Charles D. Bluestone
Aug 2017 250pp, 178 figures, 26 tables
9781607951964 Hardback £61.95 / €81.00

Includes a focus not only on the structure and function of the Eustachian tube (ET) and its role in the pathogenesis of middle-ear disease and related conditions, but also how this impacts the clinician’s management of middle-ear disease. Presented in this one source is the current state of knowledge of the ET within its “system”.

FACIAL SCARS
Surgical Revision and Treatment
J. Regan Thomas & David Hom
Oct 2017 400pp
9781607951865 Hardback £125.00 / €160.00

For further details, see page 36.
AM:STARS: ADOLESCENT MEDICINE: STATE OF THE ART REVIEWS

AM:STARS: OBESITY AND DIABETES IN THE ADOLESCENT
Edited by Christopher F. Bolling & Michael Dedekian
Nov 2017 250pp
9781581109375 Paperback £63.95 / €74.00

AM:STARS is the official publication of the AAP Section on Adolescent Health. Published three times per year, it offers adolescent specialists and primary care physicians with timely information on matters relating to adolescent health and wellness. This title features a discussion on obesity and diabetes in the adolescent.

AM:STARS: COMMON CLINICAL SITUATIONS
A Resource for Practical Care and Exam Review
Edited by Victor C. Strasburger & Donald E. Greydanus
Jan 2017 250pp
9781610020725 Paperback £63.95 / €74.00

Consists of 80 questions on a wide range of topics in the field of adolescent medicine. Each question, along with the correct answer, is followed by a discussion of the pertinent topic, including why the correct answer is right and the incorrect answer is wrong.

AM:STARS: YOUTH VIOLENCE PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION IN CLINICAL AND COMMUNITY-BASED SETTINGS
Edited by Elizabeth Miller & Eric Sigel
2016 250pp
9781581109368 Paperback £63.95 / €74.00

Features timely information on youth violence prevention and intervention in clinical and community-based settings. It discusses the role of the health care professional in youth violence and adolescent health including social media, cyberbullying, and adolescent health; violence and mental health; adolescent relationship abuse prevention and intervention; and media use and violence perpetration.

2017 NELSON’S PEDIATRIC ANTIMICROBIAL THERAPY
23rd Edition
Edited by John S. Bradley & John D. Nelson
Jan 2017 280pp
9781610020749 Paperback £39.95 / €48.00

This bestselling and widely used resource on paediatric antimicrobial therapy provides instant access to reliable, up-to-the-minute recommendations for treatment of all infectious diseases in children. For each disease, the authors provide a commentary to help health care professionals select the best of all antimicrobial choices. Drug descriptions cover all antimicrobials available and include complete information about dosing regimens.

BESTSELLER
BERKOWITZ’S PEDIATRICS
A Primary Care Approach, Fifth Edition
Carol D. Berkowitz
2014 850pp, images
9781581108460 Paperback £89.95 / €99.00

This fifth edition is custom-built for efficient primary care problem-solving. It provides concise, practice-oriented guidance on all the most common issues you’re likely to encounter. Here’s hands-on help on topics ranging from temper tantrums and thumb-sucking to childhood cancer, kidney disease, and diabetes.

BRIGHT FUTURES
Guidelines for Health Supervision of Infants, Children, and Adolescents, Fourth Edition
Joseph F. Hagan, Jr
Mar 2017 650pp
9781610020220 Paperback £74.50 / €86.00

Significantly revised and updated, this fourth edition provides recommendations for the most important areas of child development in one volume along with well-child supervision standards by visit. New themes in this edition include: promoting lifelong health for families and communities; promoting health for children and youth with special health care needs; and promoting the healthy and safe use of social media.
BRIGHT FUTURES POCKET GUIDE
Guidelines for Health Supervision of Infants, Children, and Adolescents, Fourth Edition
Joseph F. Hagan, Jr
Mar 2017 66pp
9781610020824 Spiralbound £18.50 / €21.00
This handy guide summarizes each health supervision visit—developmental observation, physical examination, medical screening, immunizations, and anticipatory guidance.

CARING FOR THE HOSPITALIZED CHILD
A Handbook of Inpatient Pediatrics, Second Edition
Edited by Jeffrey C. Gershel & Daniel A. Rauch
Sep 2017 750pp
9781610021142 Paperback £63.95 / €74.00
Offers practical, authoritative guidance in the hospital setting for safe, effective inpatient care from initial evaluation through hospital discharge management. It provides chapters on eating disorders, acute adrenal insufficiency, hyperthyroidism, inborn errors of metabolism, ovarian torsion, neutropenia, and sepsis. Includes two new sections on genetics and metabolism rheumatology.

GUIDELINES FOR PERINATAL CARE
Eighth Edition
Edited by Sarah J. Kilpatrick et al
Sep 2017 580pp
9781610020879 Paperback £115.00 / €130.00
This unique resource addresses the full spectrum of perinatal medicine from both the obstetric and paediatric standpoints. The new eighth edition gives you a single place to look for the most recent and trustworthy recommendations on quality care of pregnant women, their fetuses, and their neonates.

PEDIATRIC CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINES & POLICIES
A Compendium of Evidence-Based Research for Pediatric Practice, 17th Edition
American Academy of Pediatrics
Apr 2017 1,452pp
9781610020855 Paperback + CD-ROM £150.00 / €175.00
Keep up with current guidelines and policies from the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) with the latest edition of this clinical reference classic. This evidence-based decision-making tool for managing common paediatric conditions has been revised and updated for 2017 with the latest clinical practice guidelines for more than 30 conditions plus every AAP policy statement, clinical report, and technical report to December 2016.

RED BOOK® 2015
Report of the Committee on Infectious Diseases, 30th Edition
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) Committee on Infectious Diseases
English Edition
2015 1,151pp
9781581109269 Paperback £125.00 / €140.00
Spanish Edition
2015 1,151pp
9781581109658 Paperback £125.00 / €140.00
Each successive edition of this incomparable one-stop guide to preventing, controlling, and managing infectious diseases in children has set new standards of quality, authority, and value. At its heart are expert recommendations on the clinical manifestations, etiology, epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment of more than 200 different diseases.

RED BOOK ATLAS OF PEDIATRIC INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Third Edition
Edited by Carol J. Baker
2016 784pp, 1,200 photos and radiographs
9781610020602 Hardback £99.95 / €120.00
Provides must know information for diagnosing, evaluating, and treating more than 100 paediatric conditions. The content is a concise distillation of Red Book 2015. Key features include 800 detailed clinical photos and radiographs. Succinct captions note crucial aspects of patient presentation and disease processes, and offer valuable insights for differential diagnosis.
SPORTS MEDICINE IN THE PEDIATRIC OFFICE
A Multimedia Case-Based Text with Video,
Second Edition
Jordan D. Metzl
Oct 2017 238pp
9781610021227 Paperback + CD + DVD £110.00 + VAT / €125.00 + VAT
Provides step-by-step demonstrations of the examination and evaluation techniques for common sports injuries. This volume includes multi-media case-based text with video and covers physical examination keys; when to order X-rays, CT scans, MRIs; treatment plan and development; and case-based cover of common injuries and concussion preventive strategies.

SUCCINCT PEDIATRICS
Evaluation and Management for Infectious Diseases and Dermatologic Disorders
Leonard G. Feld & John D. Mahan
2016 750pp
9781610020763 Paperback £95.50 / €110.00
Succinct Pediatrics
Making timely and accurate diagnoses and treatment recommendations requires rapid access to evidence-based information. Succinct Pediatrics addresses the topics of infectious diseases and dermatology in paediatric practice. It has the same straightforward design typified by short chapters supplemented with key figures and tables.

SUCCINCT PEDIATRICS
Evaluation and Management for Newborn, Genetic, Neurologic and Developmental-Behavioural Disorders
Leonard G. Feld & John D. Mahan
Oct 2017 800pp
9781610021241 Paperback £95.50 / €110.00
Succinct Pediatrics
Addresses topics of the newborn, genetic, and neurodevelopmental disorders such as sepsis, obsessive compulsive disorders; neuromuscular cases of weakness, and more. This book comprises short chapters supplemented with key figures and tables. Includes new content on apnoea, birth injuries, respiratory distress syndrome and Turner syndrome.

TEXTBOOK OF NEONATAL RESUSCITATION
Seventh Edition
American Academy of Pediatrics & American Heart Association
English Edition
2016 328pp, 140 images
9781610020244 Paperback £59.95 / €65.00
Spanish Edition
2016 328pp, 140 images
9781610020268 Paperback £59.95 / €65.00
For further details, see page 6.

ASHP – American Society of Health-System Pharmacists

BESTSELLER
PEDiatric INJECTABLE DRUGS
(ThE TEDDY BEAR BOOK)
Tenth Edition
Stephanie J. Phelps et al
2013 280pp
9781585283798 Paperback £170.00 / €195.00
For further details, see page 35.

Receive regular up-to-date information about our new titles by registering for e-alerts at: eurospangroup.com/mailinglist
NUTRITION IN PEDIATRICS
Basic Science, Clinical Applications, Fifth Edition
Christopher Duggan et al
2016 1,265pp, 225 figures, 200 tables
9781607951803 Hardback £210.00 / €270.00
Provides a comprehensive and accessible approach to paediatric nutrition. This fifth edition continues the expansion of the section on paediatric obesity; includes new chapters on celiac disease, food allergies, and iron; and includes expanded and updated chapters on international nutrition, including focused chapters on nutrition in low- and middle-income countries.

PEDIATRIC GASTROINTESTINAL ENDOSCOPY
Second Edition
Edited by Harland S. Winter et al
Sep 2017 350pp, 750 images, video atlas, 33 tables
9781607951070 Hardback £165.00 / €215.00
Focuses on practical diagnostic and therapeutic endoscopy in children. The combining of paediatric endoscopic images with an updated practical guide to the performance of paediatric gastrointestinal endoscopy makes this volume a unique reference source. The extensive use of line diagrams, and more colour illustrations of endoscopic appearances, plus complementary histopathology creates a definitive reference resource for paediatric gastroenterologists and paediatric surgeons.

WALKER’S PEDIATRIC GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASE
Physiology, Diagnosis, Management, Sixth Edition
Ronald E. Kleinman et al
Sep 2017 1,400pp, 750 figures, 400 tables
9781607951810 Hardback £230.00 / €295.00
The revision of this definitive, two-volume reference work is dedicated to the maintenance of a comprehensive approach to the practice of paediatric gastroenterology. The text of the previous edition was extensively reviewed and, as a result, the size and content of various sections have been modified and new chapters have been added. Each author, selected because of particular expertise in the field, has provided an authoritative and comprehensive account of his or her topic.

ESSENTIALS OF ELECTRONIC FETAL HEART RATE MONITORING
Rachel Nye
Apr 2017
9780826103581 DVD £37.50 + VAT / £43.00 + VAT
For further details, see page 15.

HALE & HARTMANN’S TEXTBOOK OF HUMAN LACTATION
Thomas W. Hale & Peter E. Hartmann
Feb 2017 680pp
9780826160096 Paperback £79.50 / €92.00
For further details, see page 8.

MEDICATIONS & MOTHERS’ MILK 2017
Thomas W. Hale & Hilary E. Rowe
2016 1,095pp
9780826128584 Paperback £57.95 / €68.00
For further details, see page 8.

PEDIATRIC ARRHYTHMIAS AND EKGs FOR THE HEALTH CARE PROVIDER
Kathleen J. Prater
May 2017 200pp, 100 images
9780826194466 Paperback £47.95 / €55.00
A step-by-step guide to mastering recognition and interpretation of paediatric EKGs for paediatric nurses at all levels, physician assistants, residents, paramedics, medical students, and technicians. This quick reference outlines the basic rules for paediatric arrhythmias and EKG interpretations using a multitude of different EKGs and rhythm strips and basic but critical figures and tables.

CHILD ABUSE QUICK REFERENCE
For Health Care, Social Service, and Law Enforcement Professionals, Third Edition
Randell Alexander, Diana K. Faugno & Patricia M. Speck
Jul 2017 236pp
9781936590346 Paperback £90.50 / €105.00
Completely revised and expanded, with new and emerging science for the multidisciplinary response to child abuse. It features updated models for the investigation, diagnosis, and treatment of child abuse as well as three all-new chapters on nonfatal strangulation in children, pregnancy in sexually abused minors, and prevention of child maltreatment.
**American Registry of Pathology**

**NON-NEOPLASTIC DISEASES OF THE HEAD AND NECK**
Bruce M. Wenig et al
Jul 2017 514pp, 755 images
9781933477374 £168.00 / €188.00

Offers a broad overview of the spectrum of diseases involving the sinonasal tract, oral cavity, pharynx, larynx, neck, salivary glands, and ear and temporal bone. It focuses primarily on the more common non-neoplastic head and neck diseases that the surgical pathologist will confront in their daily practice to provide readers with a useful and practical text supplemented with high-quality illustrations with which to diagnose non-neoplastic head and neck diseases.

**ASCP Press**

**DIGITAL PATHOLOGY**
Edited by Liron Pantanowitz & Anil V. Parwani
Jul 2017 304pp, 145 colour images
9780891896104 Hardback £195.00 / €220.00

This is a definitive, complete reference of digital pathology – an extraordinarily comprehensive and complete book for individuals with anything from minimal knowledge to deep, accomplished experience in digital pathology. It examines the history and technological evolution of digital pathology, from the birth of scanning technology and telepathology to threedimensional imaging on large multi-touch displays and computer aided diagnosis.

**CLINICAL CHEMISTRY**
Practical Laboratory Diagnosis of Disease
David N. Bailey & Robert L. Fitzgerald
Jul 2017 282pp, colour images
9780891896548 Paperback £125.00 / €145.00

An instructional tool for teaching clinical chemistry to health sciences students and pathology residents or for preparing for board examinations. It focuses on the laboratory diagnosis of the most common diseases by organ system and relates diagnostic testing to the pathophysiology of the diseases in development of the differential diagnosis. The material in this book should also help students to be well-prepared for their respective licensing examinations and clinical rotations and assist residents preparing for board examinations.
BONE MARROW PATHOLOGY
Third Edition
Kathy Foucar, Kaari Reichard & David Czuchlewski
2010 890pp, images
9780891895688 Hardback £125.00 / €145.00
A virtual roadmap to the latest best practices, this edition, in two volumes, integrates the full scope of the 2008 WHO criteria with answers to your day-to-day diagnostic questions. New to the third edition are diagnostic clues and caveats; newly-recognised benign and neoplastic disorders; new sections on the pathophysiologic/pathogenetic mechanism of disease for each entity; morphologic approaches and standard techniques – thoroughly revised and freshly illustrated; and insightful sidebars about molecular genetics.

Demos Medical Publishing

ATLAS OF PULMONARY CYTOPATHOLOGY
With Histopathologic Correlations
Syed Z. Ali et al
Oct 2017 224pp, 500 images
9781936287161 Hardback £165.00 / €190.00
Offers concrete diagnostic guidance for anatomic pathologists to accurately identify pulmonary disease using exfoliative and aspiration techniques. It presents the cytomorphology of lung specimens, and also explores examples of potentially difficult interpretation.

ATLAS OF SALIVARY GLAND CYTOPATHOLOGY
With Histopathologic Correlations
Christopher J. VandenBussche et al
Sep 2017 184pp, 400 images
9781620701119 Hardback £165.00 / €190.00
A comprehensive diagnostic guide for anatomic pathologists that accurately identifies salivary gland disease using fine needle aspiration. It illustrates the cytomorphology and histology of specimens, and also presents and contrasts common problem areas that can lead to misinterpretation.

ATLAS OF TOUCH PREPARATION CYTOPATHOLOGY
Liron Pantanowitz, Juan Xing & Sara E. Monaco
Sep 2017 224pp, 600 images
9781620700686 Hardback £175.00 / €205.00
Written by established pathologists, this atlas presents a comprehensive overview and visual reference guide to the diagnostic applications of touch preparations, corresponding to all major body systems.

STATISTICS FOR PATHOLOGISTS
Dan A. Milner et al
Feb 2017 250pp
9781620700921 Paperback £77.50 / €90.00
A clear review of the use of statistics in pathology studies, giving overviews of every relevant statistical test with application in pathology-related research. There are self-assessment review questions and answers and downloadable datasets for readers to perform their own statistical analysis tied to the book.

PMPH-USA

CYTOLOGY, HISTOLOGY, CYSTOSCOPY, AND RADIOLOGY OF THE URINARY SYSTEM
Atlas and Practical Guide
Edited by Xiaoqi Lin, Longwen Chen & Ritu Nayar
Oct 2017 350pp, 245 figures, 5 tables
9781607951858 Hardback £115.00 / €145.00
Presents visual and descriptive guidelines for interpreting samples. The book begins with an overview of the urinary system and moves on to the techniques and tools for diagnosing illness, including endoscopy for urologic lesions, urine cytology, bladder biopsies, radiological images of renal lesions, renal mass biopsy, and ancillary tests for urothelial carcinoma.
A comprehensive guide to every area of compounding, administering, storing, and disposing of hazardous drugs, this Answer Book is written in plain language in a question-and-answer format, and will help you to learn what you need to know quickly and easily.

In the evolving practice of pharmacokinetics (PK), it is important to keep on top of the latest advances. John E. Murphy has updated and expanded his widely-used textbook for the second edition, covering both the fundamentals of pharmacogenomics and the latest genomic technologies.

As the growing field of pharmacogenomics continues to impact daily practice and offer promising new drug therapies, understanding this complex science is critical for all pharmacists. To meet this need, ASHP’s Concepts in Pharmacogenomics has been completely updated for the second edition, covering both the fundamentals of pharmacogenomics and the latest genomic technologies.

Designed to serve as a user’s guide for new and experienced preceptors of both residents and experiential students, The Effective Pharmacy Preceptor offers insight to common precepting scenarios and is organised by the timeline and tasks associated with a resident or student’s experience.

With extensive updated information on everything from treatment of hypertension to hepatitis C, AHFS® Drug Information® 2017 is a necessary addition to your pharmacy’s resources. With content supported by more than 89,000 total references and reviewed by over 500 professionals, it helps you protect your patients and your practice.

The most comprehensive set of quality guidelines available to the pharmacy profession. These guidance documents have stimulated improvements in pharmacy practice and operations, influenced accreditation standards, laws, and regulations (both in the United States and in other countries), and contributed to an awareness among consumers and policymakers of the vital patient care role of pharmacists.

Now in its sixth edition, this popular teaching text has been expanded and updated to cover new drugs, research, and therapeutic approaches. It is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to all aspects of lab work that apply to clinical practice. Written by 40 established clinicians and pharmacy faculty, it is designed to make all information clear and quickly accessible.
EXTENDED STABILITY FOR PARENTERAL DRUGS
Sixth Edition
Caryn Dellamorte Bing & Anna Nowobilski-Vasilio
Jun 2017 430pp
9781585285273 Paperback £170.00 / €195.00
ASHP’s sixth edition of Extended Stability for Parenteral Drugs covers all aspects of determining stability, including the changing elastomeric landscape and the ongoing variability in stability data. With its expanded coverage, many updates, and new information, this new edition provides even more support, making it a “must have” for any practice.

HANDBOOK ON INJECTABLE DRUGS, 19TH EDITION
ASHP’s Guide to IV Compatibility and Stability
ASHP - American Society of Health-System Pharmacists
2016 1,400pp
9781585285594 Paperback £350.00 / €395.00
Backed by quality, peer-reviewed published literature, the Handbook on Injectable Drugs™ has been a go-to, trusted resource for nearly four decades. Published by ASHP, it’s the global gold standard for IV compatibility and stability information. ASHP’s Handbook on Injectable Drugs™ is now newly updated with the latest information. The 19th edition features 27 new monographs—more than twice the last edition—and more than 235 new references.

BESTSELLER
PEDIATRIC INJECTABLE DRUGS (THE TEDDY BEAR BOOK)
Tenth Edition
Stephanie J. Phelps et al
2013 280pp
9781585283798 Paperback £170.00 / €195.00
For more than two decades, Pediatric Injectable Drugs (The Teddy Bear Book), has served an important and continuing need for reliable evidence-based information specific to paediatric injectable drugs. The tenth edition of this invaluable reference has grown to cover 238 drugs commonly used in the treatment of infants and children, including 20 new to this edition.

PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Breakthroughs in Research and Practice
Edited by Information Resources Management Association
Feb 2017 450pp
9781522517627 Hardback £330.00 / €380.00
The delivery of optimal pharmaceutical services to patients is a pivotal concern in the healthcare field. By examining current trends and techniques in the industry, processes can be maintained and improved. Pharmaceutical Sciences: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice provides comprehensive coverage of the latest innovations and advancements for pharmaceutical applications.

NEUROPHARMACOTHERAPY IN CRITICAL ILLNESS
Edited by Gretchen Brophy
May 2017 256pp, 15 line drawings
9780813590356 Paperback £89.95 / €105.00
For further details, see page 18.

MEDICATIONS & MOTHERS’ MILK 2017
Thomas W. Hale & Hilary E. Rowe
2016 1,095pp
9780826128584 Paperback £57.95 / €68.00
For further details, see page 8.
SURGERY

PMPH-USA

CURRENT VASCULAR SURGERY
Northwestern Vascular Symposium
Mark Eskandari, William H. Pearce & James S.T. Yao
Mar 2017 602pp
9781607951988 Hardback £140.00 / €180.00
For further details, see page 10.

FACIAL SCARS
Surgical Revision and Treatment
J. Regan Thomas & David Hom
Oct 2017 400pp
9781607951865 Hardback £125.00 / €160.00
Offers a comprehensive treatment of scar revision, starting with the anatomy of the scar and its formation in wound healing. Fetal and paediatric skin scarring as well as scarring in different types of skin and in medical conditions that produce a higher risk of scarring are covered. The text considers the range of surgical and nonsurgical treatments for scars currently available.

BESTSELLER
ATLAS OF GASTROINTESTINAL SURGERY
Second Edition
Edited by John L. Cameron & Corinne Sandone

Volume 1
2006 552pp, images
9781550092707 Hardback £210.00 / €270.00

Volume 2
2014 733pp, images
9781607950271 Hardback £250.00 / €325.00
For further details, see page 14.

ALSO FOR YOUR BOOKSHELVES

Brookings Institution Press

EPIDEMIC
Ebola and the Global Scramble to Prevent the Next Killer Outbreak
Reid Wilson
Nov 2017 300pp
9780815731351 Hardback £21.50 / €28.00
In an increasingly interconnected world in which everyone is one or two flights away from New York or London or Beijing, even a localized epidemic can become a pandemic. From the poorest villages of rural West Africa to the Oval Office itself, this book tells the story of a deadly virus that spun wildly out of control - and reveals the truth about how close the world came to a catastrophic global pandemic.

HEALING DIGESTIVE DISORDERS
Natural Treatments for Gastrointestinal Conditions, Fourth Edition
Andrew Gaeddert
Aug 2017 360pp
9781607952855 Paperback £20.95 / €27.00
Drawing on his clinical experience, Andrew Gaeddert, who once suffered from Crohn’s disease and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), covers such topics as herbs and vitamins, Chinese medicine, meditation, and environmental triggers that affect digestion, helping readers make sense of the multitude of available natural healing techniques.

TEACHING CLINICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY BY EXAMPLE
Jack Hirsh
Aug 2017 276pp
9781607952831 Paperback £29.95 / €39.00
Tells the story of the research process in action and provides a glimpse into the minds of the researchers responsible for some of the major advances (and setbacks) in modern medicine. The author also explains the principles of evidence-based medicine by reviewing the research methods required to prove or disprove a theory.
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